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In this supplemental note, we provide a detailed explanation for the model presented in Fig. 3a in the main text, where we2
model the enzyme abundance requirement to catalyze flux distributions using a single coenzyme or two coenzymes. Prior studies3
have shown that the amount of enzyme required to catalyze a net flux increases exponentially when decreasing thermodynamic4
drive (1–3). Thermodynamic flux balance models (4) do not capture this quantitative relationship between driving forces and5
enzyme abundance, but rather simply capture the qualitative requirement that if a reaction carries net positive flux, vr > 0,6
then the change in the Gibbs Free Energy must be negative, such that ∆Gr < 0. The goal of developing the forthcoming model7
is to explore the potential quantitative relationship between coenzyme preference/diversity and enzyme abundance.8
Enzyme cost model with multiple coenzymes. Suppose that reaction r can be catalyzed by an enzyme that utilizes one of many9
coenzyme pairs, (denoted by the greek index α), such that an enzyme (with abundance Erα) carries out the following reaction10
scheme:11
Sr + α −→ Pr + α′12
where S and P represent the primary substrates and products of reaction r, respectively, and α represents the coenzyme in the13
uncharged state (e.g. NAD(P)+) and α′ represents the coenzyme in the charged state (e.g. NAD(P)H). The driving force for14
this reaction can be represented using the following expression:15




where xp, xs, xα′ , xα represent the activities of substrate, product, charged coenzyme, and uncharged coenzyme, respectively.17
Note that we can separate the driving force contributions from the substrates and products and coenzymes, and aggregate the18
driving force contributions from the free energy change at standard molar condition with the substrate and product driving19
force, such that ∆G†′r = ∆G◦′r +RT ln
xp
xs
. Let us represent the ratio of the charged to uncharged coenzyme α as Γα = xα′xα ,20
and represent the free energy of reaction r, coupled to coenzyme pair α as:21
∆G′r = ∆G†′r +RT lnΓα22
For each reaction r, the ratio of the forward flux vfr , to reverse flux, vrr can be represented as a function of the reaction driving23














where K†r = e−∆G
†′














Note that reaction r can be driven either by a strong coenzyme-dependent force (proportional to 1Γα ) or a strong coenzyme-31
independent force (proportional to K†r ). Let us assume that the total flux, on average and over evolutionary time-scales, is32
linearly proportional to the enzyme concentration, such that vTrα = κrErα, where κr is the sum of the forward and reverse33
maximal rate constants. Modeling the total flux term as a linear function of enzyme abundance assumes that the enzyme is34
operating near saturation for both the substrate and product. This assumption is supported by recent studies that suggest that35
a large portion of NAD(P)-utilizing enzymes operate near saturation, and this property is conserved across phylogenetically36
distant species (5). Substituting this term for the enzyme abundance into the previous equation, we have the final functional37









Note that vr is not restricted to be positive or negative because if vrα < 0, then K†r − Γα < 0.40
In a complex network, there are reactions that use and produce charged coenzymes. To account for these different types41
of reactions, we can introduce a stoichiometric coefficient for reaction r for each coenzyme α, such that if srα > 0, then the42
reaction proceeds in the following direction:43
Sr + α −→ Pr + α′44
and if srα < 0, then the reaction proceeds in the charged coenzyme-consuming direction:45
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Sr + α′ −→ Pr + α46









We can extend this expression to model a network of reactions utilizing coenzyme α. However, the coenyzme has to be balanced49
(e.g. the total flux into the coenzyme pool has to equal the total flux out of the coenzyme pool). This property can be expressed50
using the following single constraint:51 ∑
r
srαvrα = 0 ∀α52
In our model, we define reaction directionality indpendent of coenzyme choice, forcing the following constraint: srα = srβ = ...53
for all coenzymes.54
We now assume that the total flux through reaction r, vr, is a constant and can be satisfied by the action of multiple55
enzymes that use one of many coenzymes. This requirement can be expressed using the following constraint:56 ∑
α
vrα = vr ∀r57
Transhydrogenase and coenzyme exchange. In extant cells, chemical moieties on redundant coenzyme pairs can be exchanged58
using transhydrogenases (E.C. 1.6.1.2) for NADH/NADPH exchange or nucleoside-diphosphate kinases (E.C. 2.7.4.6) for59
ATP/GTP exchange. Let the reaction e catalyze the exchange between two coenzyme pairs, α and β, such that:60
α+ β′ −→ α′ + β61
Under standard molar conditions, this reaction is at thermodynamic equilibrium, and thus the only factor that drives net62
flux is the difference in the concentration ratios for coenzyme α and β. This, in turn, yields the following expression for the63













For convenience, for multiple coenzymes ordered by a greek index, α, β, γ, . . ., we include the following constraint that fixes66
the reaction directionality of each transhydrogenase reaction: Γα ≤ Γβ ≤ Γγ ≤ . . .. This constraint ensures that for the67
transhydrogenase reaction e that couples coenzyme pair α to β, seα = 1 and seβ = −1. This constraint then ensures the68









Enzyme cost minimization. We wanted to explore whether distributing flux across two coenzyme pools (rather than one) could71
reduce the protein abundance required to sustain net flux vr for each reaction r in a network. Including the terms for minimum72
enzyme abundance required to catalyze reaction r coupled to coenzyme α, Erα, and each transhydrogenase reaction, Ee, we73


































seαve = 0 ∀α
Γα ≤ Γβ ∀α, β
Note that this is a non-linear optimization problem, with linear equality and inequality constraints. The first set of75
constraints simply forces the sum of each coenzyme-coupled reaction flux to adhere to a total reaction flux demand, that can76
be fulfilled by set of coenzymes. The second set of constraints ensures that each coenzyme is at steady state, where ∂xα
∂t
= 0.77
The last set of constraints ensures ve ≥ 0, for ordered sets of coenzyme pairs {α, β}.78
If we model the optimization assuming a fixed concentration gradient ratios, we can aggregate the kinetic and thermodynamic79


















and the optimization problem reduces to a simple linear80
program:81

















seαve = 0 ∀α
For models with N reactions and C coenzymes, the total number of free parameters is NC +C(C − 1)/2 and the total number82
of constraints is N + C.83
Parameter sampling. We first define parameter regimes one could explore. The first regime is where all enzyme-catalyzed84
reactions do not rely on a specific coenzyme pair for feasible reaction flux. For the this scenario, the flux through reaction r can85
be achieved using a single coenzyme or multiple coenzyme pairs. The second regime is where the reaction directionality can86
be driven by coenzyme α. Note that while parameter sampling schemes are discussed for each regime below, we focused our87
analysis on the first regime because our flux analysis results suggested that a single coenzyme model for E. coli core metabolism88
remained feasible.89
For both scenarios, we first sample the stoichiometric coefficients, net fluxes through each reaction r, the coenzyme-90
independent thermodynamic drive, and maximual turnover rates using the following procedure. We first sample the coenzyme91
stoichiometry, sr = srα = srβ = ... for each reaction r, such that:92
sr ∼ 2× Binomial(ps)− 193
where ps sets the proportion of coenzyme-producing to coenzyme consuming reactions. For all simulations presented in Fig. 394
in the main text, and Supplementary Fig. 5, we set the ps = 0.5. We next define the total flux through the coenzyme pool, v,95
such that the production of all charged coenzymes is balanced by the consumption of all charged coenzymes. Let reaction96
p ∈ Rp denote a reaction the proceeds in the charged coenzyme-producing direction, such that sp = spα = ... = 1, and reaction97
c ∈ Rc denote a reaction that proceeds in the charged coenzyme consuming direction, such that sc = scα = ... = −1. We now98








To obtain proportions of all reaction fluxes, vc and vp, we use a Dirichlet distribution using the following procedure:101
vc, vp ∼ v ×Dirichlet(a)102
where a is a concentration parameter of dimensionality |Rc| and |Rp| for charged coenzyme consuming and charged coenzyme103
producing reactions, respectively. For simulations presented in Fig. 3 in the main text, and Supplementary Fig. 5, we set104
the total flux to be equal to v = 100, and the concentration parameter a = 1. We next sample the coenzyme-independent105
thermodynamic driving force, and the maximal turnover rates using the following log-normal distributions:106








log(κr), log(κe) ∼ N (µκ, σ2κ)111
Scenario 1: Reaction directionality is not controlled by coenzyme choice. This first scenario is when the thermodynamic gradient112
provided by the choice of the coenzyme, Γα does not govern the directionality of the reaction, meaning that K†r supplies the113
free energy required to ensure reaction r goes in the prescribed direction. For this scenario, without loss of generality, we can114
constrain each reaction to be positive, such that vrα ≥ 0 for all coenzymes and reactions. By definition, this constrains Γα such115
that K†r − Γsrαα > 0 for all reactions and coenzymes. For a model with a single coenzyme, we can define the bounds on the116













However, when multiple coenzyme are available, this constraint only applies to reactions with non-zero flux, such that119
vrα 6= 0. To alleviate this problem, we perform a grid search by varying Γα for each coenzyme α and determine whether there120
is a feasible solution before performing linear optimization.121
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Scenario 2: Reaction directionality can be controlled by coenzyme choice. In the following sampling procedure, reaction directionality122
can be influenced by coenzyme choice. For this procedure, we define a single distribution of coenzyme-independent driving123
forces across all reactions, rather than distinguishing between coenzyme-consuming and coenzyme-producing reactions. For124
each reaction r, we first sample the effective equilibrium constant, we sample log(K†r ) ∼ N (µK , σ2K), and the catalytic rates125
log(κr) ∼ N (µκ, σ2κ). We then choose a range of feasible Γα, such that for each coenzyme α, there is at-least one reaction in126
the coenzyme-charging and un-charging direction.127
Minimal enzyme abundance for a simple reaction network128
Here we provide an analysis of a simple reaction network, where a single reaction produces the charged coenzyme, vp and a129
single reaction flux consumes the charged coenzyme, vc. For this model, the reaction fluxes must be balanced, so vc = vp = v.130


















)2 − 1κc 2K†c(ΓK†c − 1)2
)
134
Setting the derivative to zero, ∂E










K†c (K†pK†cqp − qc)
136
where qp = vκp and where qc =
v
κc
. Note that when the kinetic terms are equivalent for the forward and reverse reactions,137
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